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Learning

To think about the forces on
a structure by using the free
body idea.

Student’s book

Designing structures, pages
174–175

Timing

1 hour

Equipment and materials

For using the free body
idea:
• work-book and pencil
For modelling:
• softwood strip,

8 mm x 8 mm
• tenon saw and bench

hook
• string, drawing pins
• scissors
• mass hanger and masses
• dowel 5 mm

Type of task

New

Other subjects

Science
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In this task you will think about each part of a structure as a separate
independent part – a free body. This helps you identify the forces
acting in each part of the structure. You will also look at the way the
forces act throughout the structure so that you can anticipate where
the structure will need to be particularly strong or stiff. This is called
following the load path.

Here is an example of a load path. The load on the arch transfers
forces through the stone blocks to the abutments. The abutments resist
these forces as shown. If the abutments cannot provide this resistance
they will be pushed to one side and the arch will collapse.

The load

load

support 
for load

The resistance to the load

load

What happens if the load cannot be resisted
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1 Sketch, approximately to scale, a side view of the seat in use.

2 Draw in where the load would be most likely to act. Think about where a person would sit.

3 Draw each of the following separately, as if they were ‘free’ bodies:

(a) the load;
(b) the seat itself, including where it might be connected to the wall and the stay;
(c) the wall, including the slot in which the stay slides;
(d) the stay.

4 Show all the forces acting on each of the bodies caused by the load. Remember:

(a) all the forces acting on each body must be such as to keep it in equilibrium;
(b) each force shown must be partnered by an equal and opposite force acting on a different body.

5 Carry out these drawings for different lengths and positions of the stay. Decide which arrangement would
be the best and explain why you think this.

6 Make a simple model to check out your reasoning. Describe in note form how the model performs and
explain how it confirms or goes against your reasoning.
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Here is a diagram showing a wall-mounted foldaway seat.
The seat hinges upwards to save space and is kept rigid
when in use by a stay which slides upwards into a slot in a
member fixed to the wall. The designer has not yet decided
where the stay is to be fixed to the seat.




